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1 Introduction
1

Consider the sentences in (1):

(1) a. The fog extended (from the pier to the point).
b. The crack widened (from the north tower to the gate.)
c. The storm front zigzagged (through the entire state of Colorado)
d. Snow covered the mountain (from the valley floor to the summit).

Sentences like (1a)-(1d) have attracted the attention of a number of authors
(Jackendoff 1990, Matsumoto 1996, Talmy 1996, Gawron 2005). Each has both
an event reading and a stative reading. For example, on what I’ll call the event
readingof sentence (1a), a body of fog beginning in the vicinity of the pier moves
pointwards, and on the other, stative reading, which I’ll call an extentreading, the
mass of fog sits over the entire region between pier and point. The event reading
entails movement. The extent reading entails extension, the occupation of a region
of space. Similarly, there is a reading of (1b) describing a crack-widening event,
as well as a reading describing the dimensions of the crack, increasing in width
along an axis extending from the north tower to the gate; and readings of (c) and
(d) describing movement events as well as readings describing the configuration
of the storm front and the snow respectively.

1I am grateful to Farrell Ackerman, Chris Barker, Daniel Buring, Andy Kehler, and Rob Malouf
for saying interesting things, sharing insights, asking good questions, and pointing out boners. This
work also benefited from the questions and comments of audiences at UCSD and SALT who heard
talks on early versions. Any remaining flaws are due to my own shortcomings.
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Building on the analysis of Hay et al. (1999), Gawron (2005) proposes
an event-based analysis of the first 3 cases assuming the lexical semantics of each
predicate defines astate function, f . Values off define the start and end states of
an evente and the differences between these values the amount of change ine. In
the case ofwidenf is a function to degrees, and in the case ofextend, a function
to spatial regions. The distinction between event and extent readings depends on
whether the domain of the function is the time axis (event reading) or some con-
textually provided spatial axis (extent readings). Call this the GHKL analysis. The
central claim of the GHKL analysis is that extent readings describe change with
respect to an interval of space, while event readings describe change with respect
to an interval of time. That is, while uncontroversially stative, extent readings still
describe change. As a consequence, there are both spatial accomplishments (2a)
and spatial activities (2b):

(2) a. The crack widened nearly half an inch in ten meters.
b. The crack widened for 100 yards.

The frequent appearance of path-phrase modifiers on both readings, noted by
Jackendoff (1990), is because path-phrase modifiers are keylinguistic devices for
defining and orienting spatial axes.

An important feature of this analysis is that it isaspectually neutral. That
is, the difference between extent and event readings is not adifference of aspec-
tual nature, as in Jackendoff (1990), which derives accomplishment or achieve-
ment event readings from stative extent readings by means ofa BECOME operator.
Rather, on the GHKL analysis, both readings involve change,and the only differ-
ence between them is whether the domain of change is spatial or temporal.

This paper seeks to revise and extend the GHKL analysis and todraw out
more carefully some consequences for a general characterization of change, or
difference between states and non-states. I will first arguethat in the general case
an aspectually neutral analysis is inadequate. Extent readings have varying aspec-
tual natures. Some describe change and some do not. In particular, I will argue
that the extent reading of (1d) describes a spatial state. Making this argument will
require looking at some new data. Explaining this data will lead to a more careful
examination of the structure of state functions, the primary vehicle for describing
change in the GHKL analysis. That will open the door for an attempt to axiomat-
ically characterize state functions and finally to some speculations as to the utility
of employing state functions to classify all verb meanings.

The argument that extent readings are aspectually diverse is straightfor-
ward. First, in contrast to eventcover, there is no evidence that extentcover is a
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spatial accomplishment or activity:

(3) a. # The snow covered 100 square miles of canyon in just 5 miles.
b. The snow covered the canyon in 5 minutes.

Second, there is the incompatibility of extentcoverwith aspectual adverbs
like gradually. Extent predicates may be classified as either + or - Grad based on
whether they are compatible withgradually:

(4) Graduality

[- GradX] (a) The fog gradually covered the peninsula
(b) The fog gradually extended to the point.

[+ GradX] (c) The crack gradually widened from the tower on.
(d) The storm front gradually zigzagged to the border.

All the predicates in (4) are compatible with the adverbgraduallyon at least one
reading. The sentences marked [- GradX] have only event readings; sentences
marked [+ GradX] have both event and extent readings.

Given the structure of the GHKL analysis, it is fairly significant that there
are cases in whichgradually is compatible with event readings but not the cor-
responding extent readings. Assume an account ofgradually like that of Pinon
(2000): graduality minimally requires that a degreeable state function be increas-
ing.2 If the only difference between an event reading and a state reading is the
domain of the state function, why can the state function increase in one case and
not in the other? I will argue that in the case ofcoverandextend, an aspectu-
ally neutral analysis is impossible. Extentcoverandextendare “spatial states”;
eventcoverandextendare accomplishments.3 Let us call this array of adverbial
modification facts in (4), distinguishingextendandcover, graduality facts.

2Pinon requires more than this, but this weaker assumption suffices for present purposes.
3A similar pattern emerges when we look at the degree modifying adverbs likesharply:

(5) a. The road widened sharply.
b. The road zigzagged sharply.
c. # The shadows covered the patio sharply.
d. # The shadows extended sharply.

There is considerable variability in choice for degree adverbs. Thus, besidewiden andzigzag
sharply, we havecool # sharply/considerably/a little/a lot rose/fell sharply/considerably/a little/a
lot. But trying these alternatives withcoverandextendwe have:

(i) # The shadows covered the patio considerably/a lot.
(ii) ? The shadows covered the patio a little.
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One might be tempted to try to explain the the graduality facts in (4) simply
by saying thatgraduallyrequires state functions with degree ranges (and say both
coverandextendhave mereological ranges), but this does not account for thefact
that bothcoverandextend docombine withgraduallyon the event reading. I will
argue that the relevant constraint ongradually is that it requires change. Thus,
gradually is compatible with mereological state functions. The problem with the
extent readings of (4a) and (4b) is that they are spatial states, and there is no
change at all.

Summarizing: Accounting for differences in aspectual nature leads to sev-
eral kinds of differences among extent predicates. First, some will be spatial ac-
complishments and activities; others will be spatial states. Second, even among
spatial accomplishments/activities, some will incorporate theINCREASE operator
into their definitions, and some will not. Third, some extentpredicates arebasic
spatial path predicates, and will continue to exploit spatial paths even on event
readings. This will lead me to hypothesize two kinds of temporally indexed paths
incrementalND non-incremental. Fourth some state functions will returns paths,
and some will return paths or locations Thus with regard to lexical aspect, this
account will be a mixed degree-based and mereological account.

Having accounted for the basic aspectual variation, I will turn to the gen-
eral characterization of the stative and nonstative distinction that emerges. A cru-
cial feature of the account is that axes of change may be addedto predicates,
through the use of anINCREASE operator, which will require a state function with

(5a) uses two adverbials that never work with positive adjectives (# considerably tall/bright/heavy),
only comparative adjectives (considerably taller/brighter/heavier), and these are out, though they
are okay with other degree achievement verbs. A speculationabout the source of this correlation
of verbal modifers with comparative modifiers is that the modifiers distinguish between intervals
on a degree scale and points on a degree scale. Positive adjectives identify points, not intervals,
on a scale, while comparative modifiers identify the size of differences on the degree scale (a lot
taller means the difference between two heights, neither of which needs to be above the tallness
standard, is great). Because of something like theINCREASE operator used in the derivation of
degree achievements, the verbal degrees being modified are also differences or intervals on the
degree scale. (5b) seems improved, buta little is a modifier of positive adjectives as well as
comparatives (a little warm, a little bright). It is also notable that aa little is a mass modifier (a
little wine). I will argue below that the range of thecoverstate function is a mereological parts
domain (spatial regions) rather than a scale, so this may be afactor for the favoring of aa little
with cover. In any case, the occurrence of this more general modifiera little does not seem to be
any indicator of a measure ofchange. The facts withextendare simpler. No degree modication at
all is possible as long as limit ourselves to extent readings:

(iii) # The shadows extended considerably/a lot/a little. (extent reading)
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a range obeying something called the Remainder Axiom, definable with state and
end state properties obeying something calledpath cumulativity . A somewhat
revised notion of stative property can now be recovered through the notion of path
cumulativity. There is a fairly natural generalization of path that allows this to be
generalized to all states.

I will also argue that these data show there is no general decomposition
of non-stative predicates, even degreeable non-stative predicates, via some kind
of aspect-changing operator likeBECOME or INCREASE. In particular, the predi-
catezigzag, and a related set ofpath-shape predicates, while clearly degreeables
predicate of change, do not decompose into either.

2 Basic analysis

In this section I try to more precisely define the verbs exhibiting an event/extent
ambiguity, precisely define what ity means to use a spatial axis and as an axis
of change, and propose an analysis of path phrases that showshow path phrases
exploit and constrain contextually provided spatial axes.

2.1 The verb classes

The verbs in (1) are examples of a large class of verbs exhibiting event/extent
ambiguities. These verbs include EXTENT verbs discussed in(Jackendoff 1990),
for examplecover, fill , dot, envelope, surround, spanandextend. Some examples
are shown in (6):

(6) a. Water filled the pool.
b. Mist enveloped the tent
c. Soldiers surrounded the compound
d. Boulders littered the valley floor.

Included among extent predicates is a class that either lackevent readings
or accept them only very reluctantly:

(7) a. Plastic shampoo bottles cluttered the single shelf inthe cramped shower.
b. The bridge spanned a rocky canyon.
c. Antelope dotted the hillside.

There is a class of examples for which it is difficult to distinguish two
readings, but also difficult to say whether the reading is an event reading or an
extent reading:
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(8) Smoke columned above the small chimney.

Does this describe the columnar shape the smoke makes against the sky or the
process by which the smoke outline stacks above the chimney?Here I would say
that the ambiguity is part of the effect the sentence achieves.

Also included among extent predicates are the verbs calledpath-shape
verbs in FrameNet (Fillmore and Baker 2000), listed in (9):4

(9) angle, bear, bend, climb, crest, crisscross, cross, curl, descend, dip, dive,
drop, edge, emerge, enter, exit, leave, meander, mount, plummet, reach,
rise, round, skirt, slant, snake, swerve, swing, traverse,undulate, veer,
weave, wind, zigzag

As the name suggests, the unifying semantic characteristicof path-shape verbs is
that they specify the shape of a path. Either the shape is the configuration of the
theme in space or the theme is moving and the verb specifies theshape of the path
of motion:

(10) a. The road zigzagged up the hill. [Extent reading]
b. The halfback zigzagged to the goal line. [Event reading]

Criterial for the class is that, on extent readings, they allow inanimate paths that
are extended in space in the required configuration. This distinguishes them from
manner of motion verbs. Repeating some examples of from FrameNet:

(11) a. The road snaked up the hill . [path-shape]
b. # The road slithered up the hill. [manner of motion]

I will use the termextent predicatesfor all path-shape verbs and all the verbs
from Jackendoff’s list, exceptcoverandfill .

Although it appears at first as if the change in selection restrictions be-
tween event and extent readings for path-shape verbs must behandled by some
sense transfer rule, I will argue that a single sense appliesin both event and ex-
tent readings. The semantic constancy of path-shape verbs is captured by the
class-name: in both event and extent uses each path shape predicate ascribes a

4To this list I would add the verbcolumn illustrated in (8). Note that some rather natural
candidates, such ascircle, are missing, presumably because it was difficult to find clear cases of
extent readings:

(i) ? A group of wooden posts circled the dirt portion of the barn yard.
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particular shape to a path. On the event reading that is the shape of a path traced
out in time, on the extent reading it is the shape of a path realized by a static spatial
configuration. Thus, with respect to extent readings, what is going on here is fun-
damentally the same as what is going on with extent predicates like extend. The
figure in an extent reading is always represented asextendedover the entire path,
and the property being attributed is always a spatial configuration of the figure’s
parts. It follows that figures that cannot be extended in the required configuration
(such as halfbacks) are disallowed.

The remaining question is why verbs likezigzagallow non-extended fig-
ures like halfbacks on their event readings. Putting this another way: What dis-
tinguishes verbs likezigzag, which allow non-extended figures, from verbs like
extendwhich do not? Most motion verbs depictdisplacement, advancement to
a new location accompanied by removal from an old one, allowing rigid figures
like halfbacks. On this analysis, it is a natural consequence of the way paths are
defined that temporally indexed paths will describe displacement and spatially in-
dexed paths will describe extent. But it is an idiosyncraticproperty of verbs like
extendandsurroundthat they describe what I will callspreading movement: as
location i + 1 is occupied locationi continues to be occupied. Thus rigid fig-
ures like halfbacks are disallowed. Formally spreading motion will be captured in
Section 3.2 by means of theINCREASE operator.

There are two other classes of verbs in FrameNet that containverbs of
interest, and a third that contains verbs with only extent readings. In (12), adjec-
tives have been omitted from frames mixing verbs and adjectives5 and the verbs
showing extent and event readings are italicized:

(12) a. Adorning frame : adorn.v,blanket.v, cloak.v, coat.v, cover.v, deck.v,
decorate.v, dot.v, dress.v,encircle.v, encrust.v, envelop.v, festoon.v,fill.v,
film.v, garnish.v, line.v, pave.v, stud.v,wreathe.v

b. Abounding-with frame : crawl.v, teem.v, throng.v
c. mass-motion frame: crowd.v, flock.v, flood.v, hail.v, parade.v, pelt.v,

pour.v, rain.v, roll.v, shower.v,stream.v, swarm.v, teem.v, throng.v,
troop.v

Theadorningframe splits between verbs with extent readings only, and a subset
of cover-like veerbs and verbs involving circular configuration or containment that
show both readings. Theabounding-withframe contains only extent verbs, and

5This is why the closely relatedlively-placeframe, which contains only adjectives likebusy,
freneticandabuzz, has been left out.
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themass motionframe contains mostly verbs with event readings only, excepting
cases like:

(13) Light poured/streamed through the window.

In the discussion in this paper, I will at the the risk of some confusion, refer to all
of the verbs from all 4 frames (path-shape, adorning, abounding-with, andmass-
motion) as path-shape verbs, since the distinctions among the frames will not play
a role in the analysis.

Another class of verbs that show event/extent ambiguities is a large class
of degree-achievement verbs, includingnarrow, warm, cool, rise, fall, darken,
lengthen, lighten, shorten, brighten, dim, grow, smooth, thicken, swell, shrink,
bleach, and all color degree achievements. I will call theseextent degree achieve-
ments. All of these verbs share the property that they are degreeable like the de-
greeable states they are related to, and in some cases the degree argument may be
overtly filled by a measure phrase:

(14) a. The river widened 10 feet.
b. The river widens more than the road.

At first blush it might appear thatlengthen, in contrast towiden, does not
allow extent readings, on the basis of contrasts like the following:

(15) a. The cable widened in the den.
b. The cable lengthened in the den.

Sentence (15a) has an extent reading: “The portion of the cable in the den was
wider than elsewhere.” In contrast, though (15b) has a perfectly good though
unlikely event reading, it has no extent reading. It cannot mean: “The portion of
the cable in the den was longer than elsewhere.”

But examples withlengthenare possible if the correct choice ofthemeis
made, that is, if we are looking at the kind of object whose length can vary along
the axis implied by the path phrase:6

(16) The dress lengthened in back.

In fact, the contrast between cables and dresses and how their lengths are mea-
sured provides an important clue as to how extent readings with scalar predicates
work. Example (16) works because the path phrasein backdefines a front to back

6Thanks to Daniel Buring for this illuminating example.
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axis along which the lengths of successive axial sections ofthe dress increase.
The only axis available for (15) is an axis that defines successive cross sections
of the cable, and the contrast between (15a) and (15b) is due to the fact that cable
cross-sections conventionally have widths but not lengths. This example provides
the key concept connecting extent readings and paths: the idea of an axis. Extent
readings assert properties extended along a spatial axis, describable by a path.

This idea is elaborated in the next section.
Note that a subset of path-shape verbs might also be analyzedas degree-

achievements, includingdescend, fall, drop, plummet, dive, raise, climb, and
mount. It is an interesting property of the analysis proposed herethat these can
be (and I will argue in Section 5, should be) analyzed as degree achievements
while still predicting the change in selection restrictions between event and extent
readings.

Finally, although the analysis to be defended here posits aspectual variety
within extent predicates it needs to be acknowledged that there are also some gaps.
For example, on the account to be defended, there are verbs that alternate between
temporal state and temporal accomplishment (fill andcover, for example):

(17) The snow filled/covered the meadow.[claim: This is ambiguous between a
temporal state and temporal accomplishment reading.]

There are still more temporal accomplishment verbs with morphologically related
adjectives expressing semantically related temporal states (all the aforementioned
degree achievement pairs likewideandwiden):

(18) a. The river was 10 feet wide.
b. The river widened 10 feet.

However, there are a number of extent verbs and extent adjectives to be classified
as spatial states, where it is unclear what a related spatialaccomplishment would
evenmean. For example,teemis a spatial state, on the basis of the cumulativity
criterion to be defined in Section 3.3. This will require that(a) and (b) entail (c):

(19) a. The waters of the bay teemed with fish from point A to point B.
b. The waters of the bay teemed with fish from point B to point C.
c. The waters of the bay teemed with fish from point A to point C.

Given that (19a) and (19b) are states, this cumulative path inference establishes
them as spatial states. What would the correspond spatiallytelic property be?7

There seems to be none. In Section 5 we try to explin why not.
7The answer is notBECOME(teeming), because that would be a temporal accomplishment. The

spatially analogous operator meaninggo from not-teemingto teemingas we move along some spa-
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2.2 The basic analysis: Spatial axes

In this section, I argue that the first assumption required inorder to account for
extent readings is that there is such a thing as change with respect to space, and
what is required to make sense of that is the concept of aspatial axis, an ordered
set of collinear points that can serve as anaxis of change. I further argue further
that such axes that are independently motivated for the language of space, and they
interact with extent readings in just the way expected if they are axes of change.

My starting assumption is that descriptions of change require two ordered
sets. Consider (20)

(20) The boiling point of water drops 3 degrees Fahrenheit between sea level
and 4000 feet.

The point of this example is that it describes a change that isindependent
of time: a functional dependence between altitude and boiling point. Informally:
as the altitude increases the boiling point falls. But in order for that description
to make sense, altitude has to be something that can increaseand boiling points
something that can fall. Functional change is the existenceof some correlation
between two ordered domains, and change with respect to timeis a special case
of that.

Treating change with respect to space as another case of functional change
thus raises the following issue:

In what sense can space be thought of as an ordered domain?
An obvious answer is to organize space by means of axes, as we do with

Cartesian coordinate systems. This is not the only possibility but it has the attrac-
tion of simplicity. The first step in accounting for change with respect to space,
then, would be the addition to the semantics of anaxis of change, informally de-
fined and exemplified in (21):

(21) a. An axis is a set of elements with a well-ordering.
b. The Fahrenheit scale is an axis, and in (20) it is used as an axis of

change to measure change in boiling points.
c. A line parallel to the face of the wall is the axis of change in (1b).

tial axis does not seem to work either. It is hard to know what such an accomplishment predication
would say that (19a) does not already say or implicate. Finally, this paper does not useBECOME,
adopting the HKL analysis on which all the work done byBECOME in previous analyses is handled
by the operatorINCREASE. We will argue in Section 5 that that still leaves a class of spatial states
like teemand spatial accomplishments likezigzagunpartnered, for a principled reason.
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Adding contextually supplied spatial axes to the semanticswould be a lot to swal-
low if they existed merely to handle extent readings. However, spatial axes seem
to be quite well motivated by other phenomena. Consider (22a) and (22b). Fol-
lowing Fong (1997), I will call thesediphasic locatives.

(22) a. the road (in)to Ukiah
b. the road out of Ukiah
c. The road into Ukiah widens 5 feet at the wall.
d. The road out of Ukiah narrows 5 feet at the mall.

Sentence (22a) describes a particular road as a path into Ukiah; in (b), the same
road may be a path out of Ukiah. Two perspectives are taken on the same road,
differing in some way that imposes directionality on how theroad is viewed. Fong
accounts for such directionality by use of an oriented spatial axis. Space precludes
a detailed consideration of her account; two points are important. The first point
is that an axis is required. Call this theaxis of reference. The second point is that
the directionality of Fong’s axis interacts directly with extent readings. Sentence
(22c) asserts that the road’s width at the mall increases in the direction toward
Ukiah, that is, in the same direction as Fong’s axis points; (22d) asserts that it
decreases in the direction away from Ukiah, again the direction of the spatial axis.
We can account for this if we simply assume that the axes of reference in (22a)
and (22b) are identified with the axes of change.

A more familiar example arises in the case of projective prepositions such
asbehind, in front of, in back of, above, below, beside, andahead of:

(23) a. The futon is behind/beside the chair.
b. The futon is behind the boulder.

In (23a) the futon’s location can be described asbehindthe chair, which we will
call the ground, because a chair is the kind of object that has a canonical back
and front, determining the direction of an axis from the front through the back. I
will call this kind of axis of reference, in which the ground has a canonical ori-
entation that determines the direction of the axis,intrinsic, following Fillmore
(1971), Tversky (1996). In (23b), the boulder has no such canonical sides and
some contextually determined point (let us call it a point ofview) must determine
the direction in which “behind” lies. What unifies these examples with those in
(22) is that directionality is involved, and this directionality seems to be describ-
able via an axis that goes through the ground, Ukiah in (22), the chair and boulder
in (23). (23c), reproduced from the introduction, shows that the directionality of
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projective PPs, like that of diphasic locatives, interactswith extent readings. The
direction in which the dress’s length must increase in (16) is from the dress’s front
toward its back, that is, the same direction as its intrinsicfront-to-back axis. In
brief, the axis of reference is identified with the axis of change.

To flesh these ideas out, let us begin with the analysis of the degree achieve-
ments. What is going on in the event reading of (1b)? Widths may vary in time;
and events of widening in time are events in which the width ofthe theme at the
beginning of the event differs from the width at the end. Whatis going on in the
extent reading of (1b)?

The key idea of GHKL analysis is that (1b) exploits a contextually pro-
vided spatial axis to measure out change. Thus we find if we measure the width
of the crack moving up along that axis in the selected interval that it is increasing.
What does it mean to measure width “up along” a spatial axis? It means the points
on the axis are ordered and as we moved in the “upward” direction on the axis,
the width increases. What does it mean to measure the width ofan objectx “at a
point” s on an axis? It means we imagine a plane P perpendicular to the axis and
measure the width of the intersection of P withx. This means that we can have a
single function

wide(σ)(i)

that returns widths for the figure of stateσ for an indexi whetheri is spatial or
temporal. For clarity we will refer this function aswideT when the arguments are
temporal andwideS when the arguments are spatial. I will reserve wideI (I for
“index”) to schematize over both cases).

Again, the introduction of a contextually provided spatialaxis is indepen-
dently motivated, this time very specifically by the semantics of width:

(24) a. The cabinet is 6 feet wide.
b. The boulder is 6 feet wide

Here the cabinet has canonical orientation axes, with one usually favored for
widths, but the boulder does not. It must be context, “point of view”, that ori-
ents the axis. The axis along which widths are measured, called the measurement
axis, must be perpendicular to the front-to-back axis in (1b), along which widths
may change. The front-to-back axis is the axis of reference.The essential claim
of the analysis is that in the extent readings of sentences like (1b) the axis of
reference may be exploited as an axis of change.8

8Extent readings for degree achievements, however, are not restricted to clearly spatial adjec-
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The fact that the axis of reference used an axis of change mustbe perpen-
dicular to the axis of measurement is a consequence of the fact that we are dealing
with the semantics of change. Each absolute axis of measurement should yield ex-
actly one value for the relevant measurement, one width in the case ofwide, one
length in the case oflengthen. Varying measuring planes along the axis of change
gives us varying measurements. The infelicity of (15b ) may be viewed as an at-
tempt to exploit an axis of change that coincides with the axis of measurement.
The felicitous (16) fixes this problem.9

Motivated by examples like (24), I assume that every token ofwide ex-
ploits an axis of reference S, whether it functions as an axisof change of not.
Sentence (24b) may be then used to make two sorts of claims: (a) the boulder has
a certain width consistent with the axis of reference S at a certain time t; or (b) the
boulder has a certain width at a certain point s on S. Reading (a) is a temporally
indexed reading; reading (b) is spatially indexed. Reading(a) presupposes the
width of the boulder is constant along the axis of reference,at least up the current
standards of precision in force. Reading (b) does not.

Reading (b) may be forced by the addition of a locative phrase:

(25) The boulder is 6 feet wide where the fence crosses it.

Formally, we need to distinguish the following two possibilities:

(26)
(a) wideS

T state function with temporal domain and ref. ax. S

(b) wideS
S state function with spatial domain and ref. ax. S

These alternatives are not quite symmetric. With a temporalstate function, any
spatial axis through the figure is in principle a possible axis of reference; with
a spatial state function using S as the axis of change, only S may be the axis of
reference.10 We thus write:

wideS

tives. Any degreeable adjective whose degree can change with respect to space while time is held
constant can yield an extent reading:

(i) The sky pinkened in the east.

We assume then, that a reference axis may be supplied for any such adjective.
9This will be formalized in section 3.3 in the form of theincrementality principle , a condition

on the domain of theINCREASEoperator.
10See Gawron (2005) for discussion.
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for wideS
S.

Given this picture, the analysis of degree achievements from HKL can just
be carried over straightforwardly. We assume the semanticsof a simple adjectival
use ofwide is:

(27) a. The crack is a half inch wide.
b. ∃σ[wideS

T(σ)(t) = [.5 in] ∧ figure(σ)=c ]

Heret is some contextually provided moment of time. The subscriptT tells us
this is a use ofwide as a function of times (not locations), and the superscript S
denotes the spatial reference axis.

In the rest of this section we sketch the basic analysis for the following
simple case:

(28) The crack widened half an inch.

To begin with, here is a slightly modified version of the axiomHKL use
to define increase:11

(29) ∀ t1, t2, x, d























∃e [ increase(wideS
T)(e) = d∧

START(e)= t1 ∧ END(e)= t2 ∧ theme(e)=x ]

←→

∃σ1, σ2[ START(σ1) = t1 ∧ END(σ2) = t2 ∧

theme(σ1) = theme(σ2) = x ∧

wideS
T(σ1)(t2) = wideS

T(σ2)(t1) + d ]

A widening event is one that relates to two width states, the width state of the
theme at the event’s beginning and the width state of the theme at the end, with
the difference in width measures,d, equaling the width increase ofe:

increase(wideS
T)(e) = d

The revision required to admit extent readings is simply to makeincrease,
START, andEND all sensitive to what axis change is being measured on. UsingI

11The modification is that adjective meanings have a state argument, and a Neo-Davidsonian
style of breaking out roles has been used.
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for the axis of change, whether temporal or spatial, andi1, i2 for indices on the
axis, we would substitute the following into (29):

. . . increaseI(wideS
I )(e) = d . . .

. . . STARTI(e) = i1 ∧ ENDI(e) = i2 . . .

←→

. . . STARTI(σ1) = i1 ∧ ENDI(σ2) = i2 . . .

I, the axis theINCREASE operator exploits, is the axis of change. When I is spatial
it must be a contextually supplied axis, and the most salientone is the adjectival
axis of reference S, each index of which determines a cross-section of the theme
with a (potentially different) width. When I is temporal, wesimply have the case
of (29) again.

The definition of theSTART of an event with respect to an axis is:12

(30) STARTI(e) = Min
p∈T (e)

coordinate(I, p)

wherecoordinate(I, p) is the coordinate of pointp along axis I. Thus, the start
and end ofe along axis I are the respective minima and maxima of the projection
of e’s spatiotemporal trace,T (e), onto I. An event will thus have different starts
and ends, depending on what axis is used.

We have now said enough to address the case of (28):

(31) a. ∃ e [increaseS(wideS)(e) = [.5 in] ∧ theme(e)=c ]

b. ∃ e [increaseT(wideT)(e) = [.5 in] ∧ theme(e)=c ]

The extent reading of (28) is represented in (31a) as the choice of S, the axis of
reference, as the axis of change subscriptingincrease; the event reading in (31b)
as the choice of T, time, as the axis of change. According to our revised version of
(29), both readings are true if and only if the difference in the value of the width
function between the start and end ofe as measured on the axis of change S is .5
inch.

As noted in the introduction, this analysis of the ambiguityof (28) makes
no use of an aspect-changing operator, such as the inchoative operator used in the
analysis of extent predicates in Jackendoff (1990), to distinguish the readings. Es-
sentially the same meaning is claimed to yield both readings, the difference resid-
ing in which axis is used for the evaluation of change. This makes the prediction

12T (e) is Krifka’s (1998) spatiotemporal trace function.
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that the extent readings and event readings forwidenhave essentially identical
aspectual properties.

The sentences in (32) illustrate this. The verbwiden falls into a sizable
class of degree-achievement verbs that can be both activities and accomplish-
ments, as shown in (a) and (b). The corresponding ambiguity between spatial
activity and spatial accomplishment is shown in (c) and (d),which repeat (2):

(32) a. The crack widened five inches in five minutes.
b. The crack widened for several hours.
c. The crack widened nearly half an inch in ten meters.
d. The crack widened for 100 yards.

Thus, the extent readings forwidenpreserve exactly the aspectual properties of
the event readings. This is entirely in line with the HKL theory: Telicity should
be determined only by the semantic properties of the degree,and the semantics
of the degree in extent and event readings are unchanged on this analysis. As we
shall see below, however, not all extent/event ambiguitiesare aspect-preserving in
this sense.

3 Paths and extent readings

We now turn to the task of an analysis of paths that can be integrated with the idea
of spatial axes.

We begin by defining an operatorpath which, for each appropriate event,
will return the state function that tracks the location of the event’sthemewith
respect to either space or time. The path operator will servetwo functions:
(a) account for the use of path phrases with motion predicates, what is usually

thought of as the basic sense of path phrase likefrom Bostonandto the ridge;
(b) account for the use of path phrases in extent readings like those of (1).

3.1 Path operator and events

In this paper I will assume an operational distinction between roles andopera-
tors. For our purposes, both are functions on events. But roles return individuals
and operators return functions. Thus thetheme role is a function on events that
for each event returns an entity moving or being located in that event. Thepath
operatoron the other hand returns a function. Despite the risk of confusion I will
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often refer to the function returned by the path operator as the path (just as I refer
to the entity returned by the theme function as the theme).13

I will thus write
path(e)

to denote the path function associated with evente, if e is an event of the appropri-
ate type. Thuspath is the path-operator andpath(e) the path-function it returns
for e.

The key property of path functions for our purposes is that they are always
defined relative to an axis.

pathT(e)(t)

is the location of the theme at timet. This then is atemporally indexed path.

pathS(e)(s)

is the location of the slice of the theme that intersects the plane through axis S at
s. This is aspatially indexed path.

Note that both temporally and spatially indexed paths return regions when
applied to indices, but for 3D objects, temporally indexed paths typically return
3D regions, and spatially indexed pathsalwaysreturn slices, planar cross sections
of the theme. As we shall see this will be sufficient to predictcertain structural
differences between temporal and spatial paths.

For any path functionπ, whether temporal or spatial, The domain is that
set of points on the axis I that fall withine:14

pathI(e) = π only if π : [STARTI(e), ENDI(e)]→ Locations

Thus, there are many path functions for any given event, corresponding to the
starts and ends determined by each axis through it.

Two consequences of this definition are worthy of special note. First, when
paths are defined with respect to spatial indices, there is nomotion entailed. What
changes from index to index with a spatially indexed path is the parts of the theme
being located. As I will illustrate in the next section, thisgeneralized notion of
pathwill yield both extent and event readings for motion predicates. The unifying
idea is not motion but an axis along which location is tracked.

13The idea of representing paths through the use of functions from events to times to locations
is anticipated in Verkuyl 1978, Verkuyl 1993. This model of path is also consistent with axioms
of Krifka (1998).

14See the appendix for the full definitions of temporal and spatial path functions.
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The second point is that paths are event-relative; they are defined to re-
spect the boundaries of their events. This feature invites the definition of a path-
determined (and therefore axis-determined) ordering on events:

(33) e1 ⊑S e2 iff pathS(e1) ⊆ pathS(e2) ∧ e1 ⊑ e2

Reade1 ⊑S e2 ase1 is a subpart ofe2 along axis S. Here⊆, which means “subpath
of”, is just the natural ordering on functions:

f1 ⊆ f2 iff Dom(f1) ⊆ Dom(f2) and

∀x, y [ 〈x, y〉 ∈ f1 → 〈x, y〉 ∈ f2]

An evente1 is a subpart of an evente2 along axis S if and only it is a subpart ofe2

and the path ofe1 along axis S is a subpath of the path of evente2. This will entail
that both events have a theme, that the themes of the two events are the same, and
that the theme’s location in the two events agrees wherever it is defined for both
events.

In section 3.4, we will use this ordering to define a notion called axial
cumulativity which will serve the dual purposes of defining the appropriateness
conditions for spatial frame adverbials and characterizing extent predicates.

3.2 Extent verbs

The path operator can be directly applied to Jackendoff’s extent verbs and the
larger class of path-shape verbs, all of which involve motion on their event read-
ings. For example, considerextendandzigzag:

(34) Path property verbs

a. extend: extendS(e) = π iff [pathS(e) = π]

extendT(e) = l iff [INCREASET(pathT)(e) = l]

b. zigzag: zigzagI(e) = d iff ZIGZAGGY(pathI)(e) = d

The treatments ofextendandzigzagcontrast in several respects. For one
thing, an aspectual contrast has been posited between eventand extent readings
for extend, but not forzigzag. We take these cases in turn.

The first equation in (34a) really does two jobs. It defines thepredicate
extendin terms of the path operator; and it defines how path expressions constrain
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the stateσ. We assume a PP likefrom Bostondenotes a property of paths:

[[from BostonS]] = λπ[π(STARTS(e)) overlaps Boston]

= a property true of a path if the path evaluated at min-
imal member of its domain overlaps Boston

The first equation in (34a) captures extent readings withextend. It intro-
duces a spatial path,pathS, into the described stateσ, which requires that the
theme ofσ be extended along the path ofσ. The bracketed[v : r] in (35) is an
abbreviation designating a property of path functions trueif they begin at valleyv
and end at ridger. Specifically, at the minimal index of the event, the theme must
overlap the valley and at the maximal index the ridge.

(35) a. The fogf extended from the valley floorv to the ridger
b. ∃σ[extendS(σ) = π ∧ theme(σ)=f ∧ [v : r](π)]

So much for the extent reading.
We turn to the event reading:

(36) ∃σ[INCREASET(extendT)(σ) = l ∧ theme(σ)=f ∧ [v : r](pathT(e))]

Here, the use of theINCREASE operator may be somewhat surprising. Path is a
function that returns locations. What does it mean for locations to beincreasing
and what does it mean for the location of thethemein an evente to increase by an
amountl?

We assume that
l1 ⊑ l2

if and only if l1 is a subregion ofl2. Thus we assume apartial ordering on regions;
two regions are ordered if and only if one is a part of another.Using the termi-
nology of mereological accounts15, we call this apart-of relation. Schematically,
INCREASE is defined as follows:

increase(α)(e) = d iff ∃σ1 σ2 α(σ1) = d1 ∧ START(σ1) = START(e)∧

α(σ2) = d2 ∧ END(σ2) = END(e)∧

d1 + d = d2

15Mereological accounts of lexical aspect are pursued by a number of authors (Filip 1999,
Krifka 1998, Krifka 1989, Pinon 1994a, Pinon 1994b) and are based on homomorphisms between
participants of events and events preserving part-whole relations. Relevant participants include
(incremental) themes and paths.
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So to extend this to regions, we need to define a uniqued that will function as the
difference argumentd.

This can be done via therelative complementof two regionsl1 and l2,
written l1/l2

l1/l2 = argmax
l

[ l ⊑ l1 ∧ ¬l ⊗ l2 ]

where⊗ is the overlap relation,16 which holds between two regionsli andlj when
there is some region that is part of both. Then:

d1 + d = d2 iff d = d1/d2

The value of the difference argument with region-returningstate-functions, then,
will be the region the theme spreads through. The use of theINCREASE operator
in (34a) captures a basic descriptive fact: The motion in event readings ofextend
is spreading motion (see Sections 1 and 3.2) as opposed to displacement. The
location of the theme at the end of the extending eventincludesthe location at the
beginning.

On an event reading ofA extended from B to C, spreading motion is in-
volved, because A remains in contact with B throughout the event. Thus, the
INCREASE operator extends naturally from degrees to a mereological domain and
exactly captures the spreading motion ofextend. We will see when we turn to
coverthat a similar effect obtains there. Notice however that theINCREASE op-
erator cannot capture incremental motion. The location of an entity at the end of
an ordinary incremental movement does not include its location at the beginning.
Thus we cannot capture the semantics ofThe halfback zigzagged to the goal line
via INCREASE.17

We turn then to the correct semantics for ofzigzag. The definition in (34b)
says that an event is a zigzag event along axis I if and only if there is aπ such that
π is the path ofe andπ is zigzaggy to some degreed. I will assume for now that

16See the appendix for the definition.
17This analysis is a little out of keeping with the program of Kennedy and Levin (2001), which

proposes to account for all gradual change with state functions that map to degree domains. In
contrast I have opted for a state-function that maps to a mereological domain. The central mo-
tivation here is to get the truth conditions right. Note in particular that we don’t get the right
truth conditions if we measure change in a totally ordered degree domain like volume. Measuring
change with volume is correct for a verb likeinflate, where the truth conditions really do require
an increase in a scalar measure, butextendincorporates the additional requirement that the spatial
region occupied at the end of the event include the region occupied at the beginning, and this is
exactly captured by the sub-region relation.
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the value of the zigzag function is an integer, roughly the number of zigs and zags
the path makes. I will argue for this account in Section 518 Thedegree predicate
ZIGZAGGYNESS measures a degreeable property of the outline of the path, one
which cross-cuts extent and event readings. Again, as withwidenevent and extent
readings differ only in whether axis is the axis of change is temporal or spatial.
Sentence (37) provides an example:

(37) a. Mistm zigzagged from the valley floorv to the ridger
b. ∃e, d[zigzagS(e) = d ∧ theme(e)=m ∧ [v : r] ◦ pathS(e)]

The definition ofzigzagdiffers from the definition ofextendin introducing
a degreeable functionzizaggy. The primary motivation for this was discussed in
the introduction. The verbzigzagis modifiable by adverbs of degree:

(38) a. The road zizagged/?extended sharply/gently up the hill.
b. The 4x4 zigzagged sharply/gently up the hill.

To this we may add the existence of verbal comparatives:

(39) I 5 zigzags a good deal less than I 80.

As we shall see this difference will be crucial in capturing the differences
in graduality betweenzigzagandextend. Note that degree sensitive adverbs co-
occur with other path-shape verbs as well:

(40) a. The road curved/rose sharply up the hill.
b. The road climbed steeply.

Indeed, some members of the classrise, ascend, andclimb are often analyzed as
degree achievements related to some adjective likehigh. What I am basically sug-
gesting is that a large are all degreeable predicates. I willdiscuss some exceptions
in Section 5.

18That is, the idea is simplay to count the number of sharp direction changes in the path, as
suggested by such examples asThe road zigzagged 5 times en route to the summit. This might also
be a reasonable analysis of semelfactive verbs such asjump andflash: they are verbs of gradual
change whose state functions return integers counting the number of times some basic “step” is
iterated.
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3.3 Paths for degree predicates

We now address the question of how the definition of path interacts with the anal-
ysis ofwidensketched in the previous section.

First, note that path phrases occur with the adjectivewideas well as with
the degree achievement verb:

(41) The canyon was six feet wide from the North Endn to the trail headt.

Since we have assumed thatwidedenotes a function evaluable eitherat a moment
in timeor at a point in spacethe question arises: Which kind of function is being
used here? The only answer consistent with the truth conditions of (41) seems to
be that the temporal function is being used: The width measurement in (41) is true
at some contextually available past instant of time over an entire spatial interval.19

The spatial interval is being determined by an axis of reference running from the
north end to the trail head, as described by a spatial path phrase in our sense. Thus
we have width as a function of time co-occurring with a spatial path phrase.

We make the following assumptions about the adjectivewide:
(a) It is lexically specified to take spatial paths (temporalpaths are out, because

there is no motion).
(b) The width function may be either temporally or spatiallyindexed.
(c) Letwidth be a primitive width measurement function giving widths of spatial

regions. Then we assume:

(a) wideS(σ)(s) = width(pathS(σ)(s))

(b) wideS
T(σ)(t) = width(pathS

T(σ)(t))

This path operator in (b) is neither thepathS in (a) nor thepathT introduced
above. It is a way of defining a temporally indexed path function for a predi-
cate which is basically a spatial path predicate. The definition is:

(42) pathS
T(e)(t) = AT(theme(e), t)

d
Loc(pathS(e))

19We are not assuming a temporal spatial asymmetry here; we arefocusing on the case that
is relevant for developing the examples of Section 1. Note that width claims can be made over
temporal intervals as well:

(i) The flood channel was 3 feet wide from 3 to 4 o’clock.

This in fact does seem to have a reading completely parallel to (41), that there is a contextually
available point in space at which the channel was 3 feet wide over the given temporal interval.
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Loc is a function returning the entire spatial region covered by a path function,
defined as:

Loc(π) =
⊔

s∈Dom(π)

π(s)

For any timet, pathS
T(e)(t) is the location of the theme ofe restricted to the

interval determined by the spatial path ofe. This, then, is a time sensitive path
function that does not entail motion. If the theme ofe is a wall and the path
is restricted to be from the north gate to the tower,pathS

T(e)(t) returns the
portion of the wall between the north gate and tower at timet.

This means we now have two distinct kinds of temporally indexed path,
pathT (section 3.1) andpathS

T. We will call pathT an incremental path and
pathS

T a non-incremental path. These varieties of path are distinguished by two
semantic properties:

(43) (a) Incremental paths are incremental themes in the sense of (Dowty 1991);
that is, the truth conditions require that the path covered grow homo-
morphically with the event, with the location identified in the from
phrase overlapped at the beginning of the event, and the location iden-
tified in theto-phrase overlapped at the end

(b) incremental paths entail motion.

These properties are illustrated in (44):

(44) Incrementality

[+ Incre] (a) A storm front zigzagged from Prescott to the border.

(b) The fog extended from the pier to the point.

[- Incre] (c) The crack widened from the tower to the north gate.

(d) Fog covered the peninsula from the pier to the point

First, for the cases marked [- Incre], the paths are not incremental themes. In par-
ticular, on the non-incremental event reading of (c) the progression of the crack’s
widening may be in any order, say, from gate to tower, as long as the event con-
cludes with a widening that covers that span; and in (d) the fog’s progress may be
in any order as long as in the end a span between pier and point is covered.

Second, for the non-incremental case there is no movement entailed. There
is no sense in which the crack has to change location. It may appear everywhere
along the indicated path simultaneously, as long as it is widening. Similarly, on
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the event reading of (d), the fog, as it often does, may simplycondense in place,
thickening over the course of the event.

In contrast, the [+ Incr ] versions of (44) have paths which are incremental
themes, and do entail motion.

In sum, with non-incremental paths the axis of change is not the same as
the path axis (this is exactly what the definition in (42) achieves); in incremen-
tal paths it is. The intuition seems to be that the [+ Incr ] verbs are somehow
legitimately (or basically) verbs of movement; the [- Incr]verbs are not.

We thus assume that the semantics of (41) is:

(45) ∃σ[wideS
T(σ)(t) = [6 ft] ∧ theme(σ)=c ∧ [n : h] ◦ pathS(σ)]

Heret is a contextually provided time index. The path operator in (45) will require
that the path of stateσ run along some spatial axis that placesσ’s start in some
location overlapping the North end andσ’s end in some location overlapping the
trail head at timet.

This completes the account of the semantics of the adjectivewide with
paths. We extend the account towidensimply by assuming that theINCREASET

operator preserves the spatial path of the start and end states. This is guaranteed
by the following modified version of axiom (29):

(46) ∀ e, d



















increaseI(wideS
I )(e) = d

←→

∃σ1, σ2[ STARTI(σ1) = STARTI(e) ∧ ENDI(σ2) = ENDI(e)∧

wideS
I (σ1)(ENDI(e)) = wideS

I (σ2)(STARTI(e)) + d ∧

pathS(σ1) ⊆ pathS(e) ∧ pathS(σ2) ⊆ pathS(e)]

This axiom basically states that to extend width states out along any axis their
axes of reference S must be the same as that used bye and their spatial paths must
be extended. The change to axiom (29) is that the requirementthat the themes of
σ1, σ2 ande be the same has been strengthened to the requirement that thespatial
paths ofσ1, σ2 be subsets of the spatial path ofe.

Thus the definitions ofwideandincreaselead to an immediate account of
the semantics of path expressions withwiden, illustrated in (47b), which gives the
extent reading for (47a):

(47) a. The crack widened 5 inches from the North gate to the tower.

b. [[∃ e [increaseS(wideS)(e) = [.5 in] ∧ theme(e)=c ∧

[ng : t] ◦ pathS(e)]]]
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c. [[∃ e [increaseT(wideS
T)(e) = [.5 in] ∧ theme(e)=c ∧

[ng : t] ◦ pathS
T(e)]]]

The path expressions constrain the path which in turn determines the domain over
which the change measurements are taken. The minimal point of e along axis S
must overlap the north gate and the maximal point must overlap the tower. The
difference in width between those two extremes must be a half-inch.

Summing up, in this section I have proposed an analysis of spatial and
temporal paths that accounts for both verbs of motion and extent verbs. The anal-
ysis extends naturally to account for the use of path phraseswith stative predicates
like the adjectivewideand degree achievements like the verbwiden.

Note that the domain and range of the path function ofwiden has not
changed in this section. It is still a mapping from indices towidths. What has
changed is that the measurements are now being constrained by the path-function.
Thus we have simply recastwideas a function that measures widths along a path.

3.4 The incrementality principle

In this section we propose theincrementality principle , which provides some
semantic motivation for the connections of axes, paths, andextent readings.

[rewrite next par]
Gawron (2005) argues that extent readings with degree achievements are

restricted to predicates with spatial paths. Summarizing,INCREASE must apply to
a predicate which is stative relative to the axis of change. On an extent reading that
axis is some spatial axis S, and this turns into the requirement that the predicate
be cumulative relative to the path axis. A version of cumulativity called path-
cumulativity is proposed, revising the definition of cumulativity in Zwarts (2005).

Formally, we will require of such states that they beaxially cumulative.

(48) Axial Cumulativity20 A property P iscumulative with respect to axis S
iff

∀e1, e2 [P(e1) ∧ P(e2) ∧ ∃π pathS(e1 ⊕ e2) = π ]→ P(e1 ⊕ e2)‘

20The idea of emphasizing cumulativity in the context of pathsis due to Zwarts (2005), who
argues that cumulativity is the relevant concept for identifying telicity where paths are concerned,
and argues against Krifka’s notion of quantization (Krifka1992,1998). The arguments appear to
carry over to this construction of paths, and the definition of cumulativity given is a translation of
Zwarts’s notion to this framework. Below I apply it to the problem Zwarts intended it for, telicity.
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The definition of axial cumulativity says that a property P iscumulative with re-
spect to axis S iff when you sum two P-events and a path exists on axis S for that
sum, then P holds of of the sum. Of course this definition only makes sense for
events which are defined for a path function;

This definition can be immediately applied to the problem of (49), repeat-
ing (15b):

(49) The cable lengthened in the den.

I claim cable width is axially cumulative along the cable length axis. Suppose we
have two width events,σ1 andσ2, for cable c with length axis S, both bearing the
property

P = λe[theme(e)=c ∧wideS(e)(t) = [2 inch] ]

If the sum ofσ1 andσ2 along S has a well-defined path, then we have a larger
eventσ1 ⊕ σ2 of which P is still true, that is, a larger event of a cable being two
inches wide.

In contrast, properties likewideandlong will never be axially cumulative
along the measurement axis. An event in which a cable is 2 feetlong summed
along the length axis with an event in which the same cable is 2feet long may
give an event in which the cable is 4 feet long. The reader may verify that skirt
length (generally measured on a vertical axis) is axially cumulative along a front-
to-back axis, making an example like (16) felicitous.

Nothing in the definition of axial cumulativity limits it to scalar properties.
In fact, apart from the predicates resulting from an application of increase, it seems
to be a general property of all extent predicates. What it generally identifies is
properties that it makes sense to say hold of a theme at pointsalong an axis.

To turn this into a condition onINCREASE we need a more precise def-
inition of the kinds of functionsINCREASE applies to. We will call these state
functions. The predicatewide is a state function. A temporally indexed state
function is something which, applied to state of affairsσ and a timet, returns a
member of an ordered domain, in the case of wide(σ)(t), a width. For example,

wide(σ)(t) = [foot 5]

We will what the state-function returns astate-value. Mostly a state-value is a
degree, but we allow for elements of any ordered domain.

We want to restrictINCREASE to apply to predicates whose state functions
define axially cumulative properties:
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(50) Incrementality Principle

INCREASEI(f) is defined iff for all states-of-affairsσ, indicesi, and state-
valuesx, λe[f(e)(i) = x] is axially cumulative along axis I.

Under this conditionlong, wide andextendare axially cumulative along
the temporal axis given the definitions in section 3.2. The predicateswide and
long are also axially cumulative along spatial axes which cannotbe axes of mea-
surement. Thus, a length property for cables is NOT axially cumulative for an
axis along which the length of the cable can be measured, and similarly for width
properties.

A more illuminating consequence of the incrementality principle is that it
provides a link between the path role and extent readings. Ifwe assume that the
path operator is the unique semantic component that relativizes properties to a spa-
tial axis, then this condition immediately explains why extent predicates should
take path arguments: a path operator provides the key linguistic resource for con-
straining the axis.

4 Aspectual variation

We return to the varying behavior ofgradually in the following examples, repro-
duced from Section 1.

(51) a. The crack gradually widened from the North gate to thetower.
b. Fog gradually covered the peninsula from the pier to the point .

The issue is that (51a) has both an event and an extent reading; but (51b) has only
an event reading. The question, then, is: Why aren’t extent readings forcover
compatible withgradually?

The data in (51) immediately preclude two kinds of account. First, we
cannot say that thatgraduallydoes not combine withcoverbecausecoverhas an
end of scale degree predicate in it. The fact is thatgraduallydoes combine with
coveron the event reading, and if extentcover is an end-of-scale predicate, then
surely eventcoveris as well. The verbcoveris just like other incremental theme
predicates: In each sub event the part of the theme that is covered is completely
covered, just as the part of an apple that is eaten is eaten; matters progress because
parts that are completely covered can belong to larger things that are not, and
gradually is quite compatible with this kind of progress. The questionis: Why
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does that kind of progress count as progress along the temporal axis but not on the
spatial axis?

The second kind of account precluded by (51) is any account that says that
graduallyis incompatible with change along a spatial axis;graduallyworks quite
well with the extent reading ofwiden in (51a).

What then distinguishes the extent readingcoverfrom the extent reading
of widen? First, recall that, as shown in (3), extentcovershows no evidence of
being an accomplishment: As suggested in the discussion in Section 1, there is
evidence that thatcoveron the extent reading, expresses a state. The problem is
thatgraduallyrequires a verb of gradual change, and while extent-widenfalls into
that class, extent-coverdoes not. Within the parameters of the current account,
the most natural way to capture this is to say that the verbcoverdoes not have a
semantics expressible as with theINCREASES(coverS), and that what appears to
be the extent reading is just a stative use. The assumed differences betweenwiden
andcoverare shown in (52):

(52)
Reading Form Semantics

(a) Spatially indexed State [V cover ] coverS(e)(s)

(b) Temporally indexed State [V cover ] coverS
T(e)(t)

(c) Event [V cover] INCREASET(coverS
T)(e)

(d) Spatial Accomplishment * INCREASES(coverS)(e)

(e) Spatially indexed State [A wide ] wideS(e)(s)

(f) Temporally indexed State [A wide ] wideS
T(e)(t)

(g) Event [V widen ] INCREASET(wideS
T)(e)

(h) Spatial Accomplishment [V widen ] INCREASES(wideS)(e)

This treatment solves a potential problem for the HKL analysis of cover:

(53) a. The men widened the road for several days.
b. The tailor widened the pants in 20 minutes.
c. Fog covered the pylons from the pier to the point in severalhours.
d. Fog covered the pylons from the pier to the point for several hours.

On the HKL analysis, the standard explanation for activity accomplishment ambi-
guities is that a pragmatically supplied degree argument may either be bounded or
unbounded, depending on pragmatic factors. In (a) the degree is unbounded, the
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road widening is not necessarily completed, and an activityproperty is asserted of
the event. In (b), there is a pragmatically supplied endpoint to the activity (when
the pants are wide enought to be worn, for instance), and an accomplishment prop-
erty is asserted of the event. The contrast may also be shown by adding another
clause:

(54) a. The men widened the road for several days, but they were still not fin-
ished (widening it).

b. # The tailor widened the pants in 20 minutes but was still not finished
(widening them).

However, this kind of story does not work forcover. There is no corresponding
semantic contrast in telicity between (c) and (d).

(55) a. # Fog covered the pylons from the pier to the point in several hours, but
they were still not completely covered.

b. # Fog covered the pylons from the pier to the point for several hours,
but they were not completely covered.

Both sentences in (55) are odd, because both (53c) and (53d) describe completely
covered pylons. The reason for this, on the analysis proposed here, is that the
verb in (53c) uses theINCREASE operator, that is the semantics in (52c), and the
verb (53d) does not; it uses the semantics of (52b). Thus (53b) describes a state;
it also describes a completely covered set of pylons becausecover is an end-of-
scale adjective. Whatever path-defined portion of the goal is covered is completely
covered.

Note that we can ask exactly the same sorts of questions aboutextend:

(56) The fog extended gradually to the point.

There is no extent reading. The analysis already presented in Section 3.2 posits
exactly the same sort of gap forextend. That is, there is no spatial accomplishment
predicate:

(57)
Reading Form Semantics

(a) Spatially indexed state [V extend ] extendS(σ)(s) = l

(b) Temporally indexed state[V extend ] extendT(σ)(s) = l

(c) Event [V extend] INCREASET(extendT)(e) = l

(d) Spatial Accomplishment * INCREASES(extendS)(e)
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The key claim of (52) and (57) is thatcoverandextendonly combine withIN-
CREASEwhen they use a temporal axis of change. In deriving the eventreadings
from the extent readings via an aspect changing operator, this analysis shares an
essential feature with that of Jackendoff (1990), with theINCREASE operator re-
placing hisBECOME operator. The chief objection raised against that kind of
analysis in Gawron (2005) was that it did not capture the factthat the aspectual
natures of the predicates with event and extent readings were basically the same.
But here, the data in (3) and the co-occurrence facts withgraduallyclearly argue
that event and extent readings ofcoverDO have different aspectual natures, so
that objection goes away.

But though this makes the account work, we are left with essentially the
same question we started with. Why? What explains the gap in (52d) and (57d)?
Why shouldINCREASET combine withCOVER whenINCREASES will not.

To explain this, let us consider a specific account ofcoverconsistent with
the approach taken here. The case ofextendwill work along the same lines.

Dowty (1991) points out that cover-verbs are incremental theme verbs. In
fact, cover verbs have two participants that can qualify as incremental themes. Let
us call the the snow and the mountain in (1d), repeated here:

(58) Snow covered the mountain.

the themeandgoal, respectively. As a cover-event progresses, more and more of
the goal’s surface is covered; but so also is more and more of the theme’s surface
moved over the goal. Progress in the event requires simultaneous consumption of
two areas.

A natural stative predicate capturing this basic semantic fact, as well as the
sensitivity of cover predications to paths, is the following:

(59) (a) coverS(σ) = π iff pathS(σ) = π and cover-path(e, π)

(b) coverST(σ) = π iff pathS
T(σ) = π and cover-path(e, π)

where cover-path(e, π) iff

∀l ∈ Loc(ONS(goal(σ))(T (σ)))∃i ∈ Dom(π)[l ∈ π(i)]

Here two versions of stativecoverare defined, as were two versions of the adjec-
tive wide and the verbextend, both simply returning the path when applied to a
stateσ, but placing the condition the condition that the path be acover-pathThe
definition of cover path may be paraphrased: For all pointsl on the goal ofe (and
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falling within the trace ofe) there is an indexi in the domain ofe’s pathπ such
thatπ(i) coversl. 21

The stative predicatecoverhas the same type as the stative predicateex-
tend; it is a relation between an event and a path. Thus in principle, both predicates
are amenable to combination withINCREASE. Thus we have:

INCREASET(coverST)

INCREASET(extendS
T)

SincepathS
T returns the location of theme at each momentt, restricted by

the spatial path, and sinceINCREASE requires that area to be increasing with re-
spect to the sub-region relation, this captures the fact that both predicates describe
spreading motion of the theme on eventive readings.

The question, then, is why do not also have:

INCREASES(coverS)

INCREASES(extendS)

The crucial point for our development is the nature of the state-functions
which are candidiate arguments ofINCREASE. Because of the definitions ofpathS

andpathS
T, the two state functionscoverS andcoverST return very different kinds of

things when applied to their appropriate indices. For a given timet, coverST(e)(t)
returns the entire portion of the theme’s location that is onthe goal att; while for
a given spatial indexs, coverS(e)(s) returns the slice of the theme ats that is on
the goal. While bothcoverS andcoverST(e)(t) take their ranges in the mereology
of locations,coverS does so only trivially. No two elements in the range ofcoverS
are ordered because the range ofcoverS is a set of disjoint slices. ThereforecoverS
is restricted to a range in which the elements are mutually incomparable, and it
follows that this function can never be increasing. It is quite natural that it is not
an appropriate argument for theINCREASE operator.

On the other hand, the range ofcoverST(e) includes spatially overlapping
regions, and in particular, as was already argued for the case ofextend, INCREASE

makes sense here precisely in the case where spreading motion is described. Simi-
lar remarks apply toextend; INCREASEmakes sense forextendS

T, yielding spread-
ing motion, but has no interpretation forextendS.

21The spatial functionON returns the spatial region on or above its argument at a timet. ONS

is one of a family of path functions incorporating differentspatial relations, aspath
S

incorporates
AT. The definition is given in the appendix.
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Contrast the state functions forwide. Whether temporally or spatially in-
dexed, the functionwide takes as its range a set of degrees which are totally or-
dered. Thus bothINCREASES and INCREASET may apply to it, producing spatial
and temporal accomplishments.

We can formalize the account by way of what we will call themereology
principle .

(60) Mereology Principle
In order forINCREASE to combine with a state function∆, the range of∆
must be a nontrivial mereology.

The axioms for a mereology are in the appendix, but the key requirements
are:
(1) M is a join semi-lattice;
(2) M has arelative pseudocomplement operation; that is, it obeys the remainder

principle of (85).
A join semilattice is a set of elements in which each pair of elements has a least
upper bound with respect to a partial order≤. Examples of mereologies include
sets under the subset ordering, masses of stuff under the consists-of ordering,
paths under the subpath ordering, and locations under the subregion ordering.
Note also that mereologies include sets of degrees as a special case. Anontrivial
mereology is simply one in which the partial order≤ is non empty. It is this
requirement which the range ofcoverS fails to meet.

Mirroring the mereology principle we have the definition ofverbs of grad-
ual change:

(61) A verb of gradual change is one whose denotation is achange function
(written∆e). A change function is a function from events into a nontrivial
mereology.

The account of graduality, then, is simply that the adverbgraduallyhas as a nec-
essary condition that the predicates it combines with be predicates of gradual
change. The two non gradual verbscoverandextendboth have basic state mean-
ings. In order to acquire change functions they must combinewith INCREASE,
which can combine with eitherpathT or pathS

T to produce a∆e function that de-
scribes spreading motion. However,INCREASE cannot combine withpathS, so
there is no spatially indexed predicate of change associated with eithercoveror
extend. Therefore neither verb can have extent reading with the semantics of a
spatial accomplishement or activity, andgraduallyis not a possible modifier.
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The case ofzigzagis even simpler, since there is noINCREASE operator
in the definition;zigzagis simply a basic verb of change; the range of its change
function is the mereology of integers.22 Thus,gradually, all things being equal, is
eligible to combine withzigzag.

Summing up the results of this section: We have accounted forthe property
of graduality in terms of the property of describing change.Predicates incorpo-
rating anINCREASE into their definitions necessarily describe change, and this,
all things being equal, will combine withgradually. Predicates not definable via
INCREASE may also describe change. The relevant diagnostic propertythere is
non cumulativity.

5 Lexical classes of extent predicates

The analysis given in this paper has basically centered on four predicateswiden
extend, zigzag, andcover, which between them partition the range of variation
of predicates with event/extent ambiguities. There is a small set of verbs closely
related tocover in meaning which seems to behave like cover. These were first
presented in (12) as members of theadorningframe of Framenet. They include
blanket, cloak, coat, and fill. Thus, I will refer tocover-verbs rather thancover.

We have accounted for extent/event ambiguities with two distinct mecha-
nisms. There are verbs likezigzagandwidenwhich simply measure change of a
certain kind and can use either a temporal or spatial axis to measure it on. These
verbs fall in the same aspectual class for both event and extent readings. There are
also verbs which require anINCREASE operator for the event readings. These are
verbs like thecoververbs andextend. This is shown in (62):

(62) Verb Extent Event

widen INCREASES(wideS) INCREASET(wideS
T) Uniform

Aspectzigzag ZIGZAGGY(pathS) ZIGZAGGY(pathT)

extend pathS INCREASET(pathT) Aspect
Changecover coverST INCREASET(coverST)

22Note that, consistent with this definition,zigzagmust be thought of as a spatial accomplish-
ment, not a spatial state. This can be seen, for example, fromthe fact that it is not cumulative. A
state in which a theme zigzags 5 times combined with a state inwhich a path zigzags 5 times does
not give a state in which the path zigzags 5 times.
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We have thus assumed that, in some cases, there is aspectual variation be-
tween event and extent readings. In this section we examine the other dimensions
of variation in the analysis, and identify other classes extent predicates.

We begin with some terminological necessities, definingchange function
andstate function. The key intuition of theINCREASE operator analysis is that
it takes a function of time — call it∆t — and returns a function of events —
call it ∆e — that measures the overall change in∆t in e. Call ∆t the state-
function of e and ∆e the change function of e. For example, according to
(34a), the state-function for anextend-event ispathT, and the change function
is INCREASET(pathT). Applied toe that returns a regionl which is the amount
of change (amount of space extended through) in the event.

The case ofzigzagdiffers fromwiden, cover-verbs, andextendin that there
is no∆t; that is, no underlying stative predicate is assumed in its semantics. Con-
sequently, there is noINCREASE operator in the semantics of zigzagging, merely
a function which returns the degree of zigzaggyness of the path of the entire event:

Predicate ∆t ∆e

extend pathT INCREASET(pathT)

widen wideS
T INCREASET(wideS

T)

zigzag NA ZIGZAGGY(pathI)

We shall say that a verb likezigzaghas a change function,zigzaggyT(pathT), but
no state function.pathT is not a state function for this verb because the difference
between the start and end values forpathT is NOT what the verb’s change function
returns for the event. Nor does does it work to bringINCREASE into the picture,
usingpathT as the state function, because this would incorrectly predict the verb is
a spreading motion verb;zigzagon its event readings is not restricted to spreading
motion, as was shown in (10). Finally there is the possibility of feedingpathT

to some degree-returning functiong to produce an appropriate state-function for
INCREASE to apply to. But though there may be functions of a timet that would
return something like the zigzaggyness of a region aroundt or of the entire path (as
a Taylor series expansion of a function returns informationabout all its derivatives
at a point), applyingINCREASE to such a function still appears wrong. The verb
widen describes an increase in width, but the verbzigzagdoes not describe an
increase in zigzaggyness.23 Other verbs for which parallel arguments against a

23Despite the absence of anINCREASEoperator, note thatzigzagcan be just as much of a spatial
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state-function could be made includeundulate, wind, dot, span, clutter, loop, and
snake.24 What they all share is that the path-shape involved is a holistic property
of path, not naturally expressible as a property of individual points on it. Hence
we will call theseholistic path shapeverbs.

We are now in a position to formally define a degree achievement as a
predicate which has both a state function and a change function. As desired,
widen is a degree achievement with state functionwideT and change function
INCREASET(wideT). The path-shape verbzigzagis not. All the other extent de-
gree achievements mentioned in Section 2.1 are amenable to the degree achieve-
ment analysis, along the lines of the orginal GHKL treatment.

What is interesting is that many of the path-shape verbs are as well, includ-
ing descend, fall, drop, plummet, dive, raise, climb, andmount. call thesevertical
movement verbs. In principle, vertical movement verbs are also amenable toa
zigzag-type analysis. For example, we could definedescendas a verb that just has
a change function that returns the change in altitude for theentire event, without
making use of a state function orINCREASE. Both analyses are possible. Which
is right? Semantically there appears to be no difference.25 I will continue to call a
verb a degree achievement verb when the degree achievement analysis is possible.

The next question arising is whether vertical movement verbs have path
as a state function or some degree-returning function expressing altitude. The
answer is clearly a degree expressing function, on two counts:

(63) a. The Cessna rose/climbed/dropped more than the PiperCub.

accomplishment aswidencan:

(i) The roads zigzagged quite a bit in just 1000 meters.

The semantics in (34b) is consistent with this fact. It is consequence of the meaning of the de-
greeable predicatezigzaggythat a zigzagging event can be described with a telic property. Thus,
we are not proposing a uniform decomposition of accomplishments (such as ’all accomplishments
include the increase operator’), and it does not appear sucha decomposition is possible, contra
Dowty (1979).

24The verbsdot, span, clutter all seem to resist event readings. As far as I can tell, this just
needs to be stipulated.

25Syntactic arguments for incorporated states work only for some degree achievements:

(i) The road widened again. [two readings]
(ii) The road rose again. [one reading?]
(iii) The temperature climbed again. [one reading.]

Thus (i) has two readings one which the road increases in sizetwice, another on which it simply
returns to its previously wide state, but it seems to be difficult to get an analogous ambiguity for
rise and impossible forclimb.
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b. The Cessna rose/climbed/dropped through the clouds.

First, what is being compared is altitude change, not something having to do with
a part-whole comparison between paths. Therise version of (a) is true even if
the Cessna ends up at a lower altitude than the Piper, as long as its total altitude
change was greater. Secondly,riseand its ilk do not entail spreading motion.

There is another class of path-shape verbs, however, for which the degree
achievement analysis is possible, but for whichpathT arguably IS the state func-
tion. These verbs which would have an analysis parallelingextendand thecover
verbs, includeexit, emerge, leave, andenter. Call these container-transition verbs.
A first argument in favor of a path state function is graduality:

(64) a. The mountain gradually emerged from behind the clouds.
b. The crowd gradually entered/exited/left the auditorium.

Note that only event readings are possible, though both subjects, being extended,
are eligible for extent readings:

(65) a. The mountain gradually narrowed at the summit.
b. The crowd gradually widened near the entrance to the piazza.

This follows the pattern withcoverandextend. Also following the pattern ofcover
and extend, spatial accomplishments are not possible with container transition
verbs:

(66) # The mountain emerged from the clouds in just a few hundred feet.

Finally, container transition verbs do not allow verbal comparatives, which is con-
sistent with the kind of partial order path state functions give:26

(67) # The summit emerged from the mist more than the ridge.

26The only order path state functions give is mereological. Since the the summit region in (67)
is not part of the ridge region, nor vice versa, no ordering relation between them exists. On the
other hand, this sort of comparative:

(i) The summit emerged from the mist a bit more.

is much improved. Here we actually seem to be comparing spatial regions that DO stand in a part
of relation, the mist covered summit region at timet and the mist-covered summit region at a later
time t

′.
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All these facts are predicted ifINCREASE cannot combine withpathS, for reasons
outlined in Section 4. On the other hand, if these verbs have adegree returning
state function,INCREASE ought to combine with it, and the facts in (64), (66) and
(67) would remain unexplained.

Another group of verbs displaying the same pattern of facts is the verbs
from theadorningframe (12) that describe circular or enveloping motion, includ-
ing encircle, envelopandwreathe.27 Considerencircle:

(68) a. The soldiers gradually encircled the hill.[event reading only.]
b. The fog gradually encircled the hill. [no displacement motion entailed.]
c. # The soldier encircled the hill more than crowd.
d. ...

Another important dimension of a variation among extent predicates is
whether the path is an incremental theme (Dowty 1991) in event readings; that
is, do the truth conditions require that the path covered grow homomorphically
with the event, with the location identified in thefrom phrase overlapped at the
beginning of the event, and the location identified in theto-phrase overlapped at
the end? We accounted for this difference in Section 3.3 by hypothesizing two
distinct kinds of temporally-indexed pathspathT andpathS

T, wherepathT is the
incremental path.

Vertical movement verbs manifest a possibility available in the analysis,
but not discussed until now. They are degree achievements with incremental paths.
In a path-phrase specifying sources and goals, thefrom phrase identifies the lo-
cation of the lowest point in altitude and theto-phrase the location of the highest
point. Accordingly, (69) is odd:

(69) ? The balloon rose from the ceiling to the floor.

This accords with the intuition, discussed in Section 3.3, that incremental path
verbs are fundamentally verbs of movement.

Summarizing, then, on this analysis, extent verbs can vary in 3 ways:

27One could addsurroundtp this group. Note that to describe extent readings for these verbs,
we need to assume a circular axis. This is a peculiar use of theword axis, but is consistent
with our original formal definition of an axis simply as an ordered domain. Thus for example
when using polar corrdinates to locate points in space theθ parameter or angle, is an axis in our
sense. The necessary notion of axis for verbs such asencircleis something likeangle measured
counterlockwise from some established line in some established planeThen for any point in the
plane we can determineθ. Then the pattern.
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1. whether they can be defined in terms ofINCREASE (extentcover, extend,
and both versions ofzigzagcannot);

2. whether their temporally indexed paths are incremental (pathT or pathS
T);

3. whether what is returned by the change function is a spatial region (cover
andextend) or a degree (widen, zigzag)

The full array of possibilities for categorizing extent accomplishment pred-
icates is shown in (70); in each cell, verbs above the horizontal line have incre-
mental paths; verbs below it do not.

(70) Categorization of extent accomplishment predicates

range(∆e) Degree Achievements No INCREASE op

region, path
pathS

T

pathT

cover, extend

container transition verbs

??

??

degree
pathS

T

pathT

widen, redden, etc.

vertical movement verbs

holistic path-shape verbs II

holistic path-shape verbs I

Obviously, it is of interest that the upper right corner is empty.
The two “missing” verb classes with no state function, are described in

(71)

(71) a. Incremental path verb with no state function:
(1.) incremental path (event reading entails motion; extent reading does

not);
(2.) does not describe spreading motion (since that is an indicator of

the INCREASE operator);
(3.) lacks a verbal comparative (evidence for degree-rangefor ∆e);

b. Non-incremental path verbs with no state function:
(1.) nonincremental path (neither reading entails incremental motion);
(2.) does not describe spreading motion (since that is an indicator of

the INCREASE operator);
(3.) lacks a verbal comparative (evidence for degree-rangefor ∆e);

A natural candidate for (71a) arises. There is no natural candidate for
(71b), which appears to be an accidental lexical gap.

The natural candidate for (71a) is the verbgo:
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(72) a. The elevator went from the first floor to the penthouse in under ten
seconds.

b. The cable went through 20 apartments in just 100 yards of horizontal
distance.

c. # The elevator went more than the dumb waiter.

(72a) entails non-spreading motion with an incremental path and shows thatgo
can be a temporal accomplishment; (72b) shows an extent reading that is a spatial
accomplishment,

Suppose thatgo is just a change function which, applied to an event, re-
turns its path:

(73) goI(e) = π iff pathI(e) = π

Paths have a natural mereological order28, so this qualifies as a change function
just as much ascoverS andextendS do. Call this thepath-is-a-change-function
analysis. As with regions, it is a partial order, so we shouldnot expect compara-
tives, so this fits very well into the upper right hand corner of (70). But is it right
to say thatgo has no state function? Why can’tπ be the state-function?

Technically, according to the assumptions so far, it can’t be, but that is
only part of the story. According to the scheme underlying (70), an event state
function component of a verb is a function of time∆t that defines the start and
end states of an event, and thedifferencebetween those values of∆t is what is
returned byINCREASE. The claim made by locating a verb in the upper right hand
corner of (70) is that there are no well defined start and end states with a difference
operation. Technically that is correct as we have used differences thus far.

Of course, paths return regions and even though the intrinsic ordering on
regions is only partial, there is a very natural way todefine a total difference
operation on regions. It is calleddistance. So a state function treatment ofgo
could be defined as follows:

(74) goI(e) = d iff DISTANCE(pathI)(e) = d

Call this thepath-is-a-state-function analysis. On this view we would regard

28

π1 ⊑ π2 iff Dom(π1) ⊆ Dom(π2) ∧ ∀iπ1(i) = π2(i)
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DISTANCE as one of a family ofINCREASE like operators29, and we would be
movinggo into the lower left hand corner of (70). The argument againstthis view
is that distances are ordered and we would expect verbal comparatives to work
and they do not.

The view of gradual change that has been emerging in this paper is that
change functions return two sorts of things, parts and degrees, partially ordered
and totally ordered, respectively. As a matter of fact, the clear cases of totally
ordered change measures, the adjectivally derived degree achievements, all allow
verbal comparatives. It therefore seems quite natural to use this as a diagnostic
for distinguishingchange by parts, the top row of (70), fromchange by degrees,
the bottom row. If this is right,go belongs in the top row and one of our missing
verb classes is not missing.

Something like the analysis in (74) seems to be what Kennedy and Levin
(2001) have in mind for all verbs of motion. One of the arguments for this path-
is-a-state-function analysis is that verbal measure phrases, which also crop up
with degree achievements, can be treated as simply filling the change argument
position (that is, specifying what is returned by the changefunction). For example,
elevator went 300 feetcan be rendered:

∃e[DISTANCE(pathT)(e) = [300 ft] ∧ theme(e)=elev ]

However, on the path-is-a-change-function analysis advocated here the composi-
tional semantics of this sentence looks the same; it’s just that DISTANCE comes
from the measure phrase or the construction introducing it instead of from the
verb. This is presumably exactly like the semantic operation needed when com-
bining mass nouns likemilk with measure phrases liketwo gallons. It is also
needed forgo for speed measure phrases as well on either account. The main
argument for the path-is-a-change-function account is that there is a principled
account of the distribution of verbal comparatives.

A key point is the fact that there do seem to be verbs of motion that allow
verbal comparatives, namely manner of motion verbs:

(75) a. John ran/walked/swam (a mile) more than Susan

29Note, however, that it is NOT simply an operation on pairs of points. It must be a function of
the entire path, since it must compute path-distance ratherthan simply Euclidean distance between
start and end points. It is true of one who has run exactly 4 revolutions around a quarter-mile oval
that they have run a mile, and false that they have run 0 miles.Comparerose one mileor fell one
mile, where the measure is really Euclidean distance along a vertical axis. This really can be a
function of two points.
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Here though there is a habitual reading paraphrasable asran/walked/swam more
often, there is also an eventive reading meaningOn that occasion John ran/walked/swam
further than Susan. For such verbs the path-is-a-state-function analysis seems cor-
rect.

But why should there be such a big difference betweenwalk andgo? The
answer is that this big difference isn’t so big. It’s a ratherminor syntactico-
semantic fact about a word, not a deep semantic fact. The words furniture and
equipmentare mass nouns, yet they denote countable articles in the world. To
count instances we need to insert classifier-like words likepieces ofyielding
phrases likethree pieces of furnitureand three pieces of equipment. We don’t
need to do this with words likechair and tripod, even though these are special
cases of furniture and equipment. Similarly to form verbal comparatives withgo
we need an adverb that introduces a degree as inJohn went (a mile) further than
Sue.Presumably,far/further introduces aDISTANCE operator into the semantics,
just as distance measure phrases do.

Now considernon-incremental path verbs with no state function. The
abounding-withframe of Framenet provides us with two verbs that satisfy allthree
criteria in (71b):teemandcrawl.

(76) a. The waters of the bay teemed with fish from Pearson Point to the river
mouth.

b. The basement crawled with ants from the coal scupper to thefurnace.

The verbsteemandcrawl have non-incremental paths, do not entail motion (in the
relevant sense of displacement to a new location), do not entail spreading motion,
and have no detectable verbal comparatives:

(77) a. # The waters of the bay teemed with fish more than the river delta.
b. # The basement crawled with termites more than the attic.

But they are not verbs that belong in the upper right hand corner of (70). They
do not belong there because there is no sense in which they areeither temporal
or spatial accomplishments. They are states on both axes. They show no direct
evidence of being accomplishments using frame adverbials:

(78) a. # The basement teemed/crawled with ants in 30 minutes. [frame adver-
bial reading]

b. # The basement teemed/crawled with ants in 50 yards.

And we saw in (19) that they are path-cumulative.
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Thus one way of identifying the lexical gap is: there are no verbs that are
like teemandcrawl but are spatial accomplishments. Another way: there no verbs
like zigzagandgo but with non incremental paths on the event readings.

Finally a word about the relationship between spatial states and spatial
accomplishments. it is a consequence of the analysis given above that spatial
state predicate cannot be paired with a spatial accomplishment predicate via the
INCREASEoperator. [why there are no paired spatial states and accompllishments]

6 Dimensionality and change in lexical structure

We accounted for two aspects of aspectual variation, incrementality and gradual-
ity.

Since our discussion of incrementality basically concerned its effects on
event readings, we can summarize our account by collecting together our event
readings. This is done in (79):

(79) Verb ∆e Path

zigzag zigzaggy◦ pathT pathT [+ Incre]
extend INCREASET(pathT) pathT

widen INCREASET(wideS
T) pathS

T [- Incre]
cover INCREASET(coverST) pathS

T

The account is that event readings with temporal paths will require incrementality
of the path. All extent predicates allow spatial paths, but some also allow temporal
paths. Since temporal paths can only occur on event readings, those predicates
will have incremental paths on event readings.

The issue with graduality was the compatibility ofgraduallywith certain
predicates on their extent readings. We can summarize our account by collecting
our extent readings. This is done in (80):

(80) Verb ∆e ∆t

widen INCREASES(wideS) NA [+ Grade]
zigzag zigzaggy◦ pathS NA (degrees)

extend NA pathS
T [- Grade]

cover NA coverST (parts)
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Our account is that predicates describing change by parts were not compatible
with the INCREASES operator and could only be spatially stative on their extent
readings. This in turn was due to the fact that spatial paths return slices, which are
not ordered with respect to each other, and do not provide state functions (∆ts)
with the right sort of range forINCREASE to operate on.

We now show how the graduality facts can follow from a generalchar-
acterization of verbs of gradual change, building on the ideas about mereologies
of Section 4 [ stuff moved from heer] TheINCREASE operator does not apply to
either version ofzigzag. Why, for example, can’tINCREASET apply tozigzagT to
produce a second-order version ofzigzag, one which describes an event in which
the degree of zigzaggyness changed?

The basic intuition is that it can’t apply because a verb can have only one
axis of change, andzigzagalready has its one allowed axis of change. The formal
reflex of this intuition is thatINCREASES must apply to functions from events to
spatially indexed state functions andINCREASET must apply to functions from
events to temporally indexed state functions. That is, bothapply to denotations
approrpiate for states, 0-dimension predicates. The verbzigzag, on the other hand,
denotes a function from events to degrees, a function appropriate for an accom-
plishment or activity, which returns a degree measuring theentire course of change
in an event.

Summing up, non-triviality imposes a requirement defining gradual change,
and that definition presupposes an axis of change. A verb can have only one axis
of change. All the examples above where two axes are used are cases where one
axis was the axis of reference and the second an axis of change. When events
with change in two spatial dimensions have arisen (cover), I have described them
with state functions whose values are surfaces. Thus the structure of the account
is that there is always one independent variable, the axis ofchange, which can be
mapped to a variety of domains some of them with multiple spatial dimensions.30

7 A conclusion

The results of this paper are essentially the following:
(a) Event and extent ambiguities can be accounted for with state functions whose

domains may be either temporal or spatial indices;

30The description and terminology in this section follows many of the ideas of Jackendoff
(1996), though I have departed somewhat from his usage, in not allowing two-dimensional predi-
cates. Jackendoff allows what he calls two-dimensional predicates.
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(b) Predicates with state functions that allow spatial indices are also predicates
that allow spatial paths. Spatial indices require an oriented axis of the sort
used elsewhere in the language of space, and spatial paths are the primary
device for describing and evoking such axes;

(c) This establishes a domain of predicates withspatial aspect. Spatial aspect
varies just as temporal aspect does. There are spatial operators that map spa-
tial states to spatial accomplishments/activities;

(d) This has led to the proposal of a general characterization of verbs of gradual
change: All verbs of gradual change have non-trivial changefunctions with
mereologies as their ranges. This can be viewed simply as generalization of
the degree hypothesis of HKL.

(e) There are two kinds of gradual change, change by degree and change by parts,
with corresponding changes in the range of the state function. The ranges
of the state functions of verbs of gradual change must be mereologies with
remainders.

There is a natural way of generalizing the view of state functions explored
here, which helps relate operators likeINCREASE which operate over ordered do-
mains with mereological structure, to operators like Dowty’s 1979BECOME oper-
ator, which accounts naturally for non-gradual change.

The point is this: All states, activities, accomplishments, and achievements
may be viewed as having state-functions which obey the mereology axioms minus
the Remainder Principle. To take this step would require admitting into the fold
Boolean state functions for verbs of non-gradual change such assolve, prove,
give, etcetera. The Boolean state function forsolve, for example, is a function of
time which returnsFALSE for the entire temporal span of a solving event until the
theme is solved. A Boolean domain is still ordered, and if we adopt

FALSE < TRUE

then the transition from non state to state will be an increase. Such a domain
does not obey the Remainder Theorem, although the function does obey the non-
triviality requirement, so this would be the essential structural difference between
gradual change and non-gradual change. On this view,INCREASE andBECOME

fall on a natural continuum.
This also opens up another possibility. The fact that there is no graduality

with extentcover, no verb with the semantics

INCREASES(coverS)
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as we saw in (52), may also be explained simply by saying thereis no predicate
with the meaning:

(81) coverS.

That is, we could simply say that the state function in (81) is
not a legitimate state function for a natural language predicate to have.

Thus there can be no stative adjective or verb which has (81) as its meaning be-
cause its range is trivial. Such functions arise only as steps in the definition of
legitimate state functions like:

coverS
T,

which is nontrivial, and legitimate change functions like:

INCREASET(coverS
T).

8 Change: Conclusion

Let us return to the starting point: descriptions of change require two ordered sets.
Consider (82), repeating(20):

(82) The boiling point of water drops 3 degrees Fahrenheit between sea level
and 4000 feet.

Points
A. zigzagy as defined here does now support the degree hypothesis.
This is because the degree of zigzaggyness is not an incremental partici-

pant. A subevent of an event of zigzagging may be more or less zigzaggy than the
entire event. This in turn stems from the fact that we have notdefinedzigzagby
means of theINCREASE operator. It bears no systematic relation to a function of
instants of time, in contrast towiden.

John zigzagged three miles in 10 minutes.
a. John zigzagged more than Susan. b. John walked more than Susan.
a Does NOT entail he moved further. b does.
B. [not sure what this is about] zigzag may be telicized EITHER of two

ways:
semelfactive? John zizgagged three times.in 10 minutes ?? John zigzagged

three miles in 10 minutes
The reduction of change to states is not possible.
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Let us review why this is with respect to the case ofzigzag.
Notice the problem is NOT that one cant talk about zigzaggyness via a

function of time. Calculus shows us how to define functions whose value at an
instant of time is the rate of change at that moment in time. And it makes sense to
talk about increases in this function, too! So the rate of change can be increasing
(accelerating) and we can talk about the net increase between two moments of
time:

INCREASE(ZIGZAGGYNESS)(e) = q

The problem is that this isnt the right definition of the verbzigzag. The verbzigzag
describes events with zigzaggy paths, not events of increase in zigzaggyness.

Conclusion: in a trivial sense, change presupposes states.But not in a
semantically interesting sense. Change does not presuppose states that are inde-
pendently motivated semantic components.

Other path shapes: scatter, dotted
Semelefactives as another example. Riddle [puncture many holes in]
Another blow to the idea of semantic structure.

Appendix

Definitions of path operators

The domain of any path functionπ is that set of points on the axis S that fall within
e:

pathI(e) = π only if π : [STARTI(e), ENDI(e)]→ Locations

Loc is a function returning the entire spatial region covered by a path function,
defined as:

Loc(π) =
⊔

s∈Dom(π)

π(s)

Temporal and spatial paths are defined by means of a location functionAT,
which returns the location of its argument at a timet:

(a) Spatial pathS(e)(s) = AT(theme(e), T (e))
d

plane(s, S)

(b) Temporal pathT(e)(t) = AT(theme(e), t)

(c) Temporal
Coercion

pathS
T(e)(t) = AT(theme(e), t)

d
Loc(pathS(e))
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A key property is that path always returns a region of space, whether temporal or
spatial; (a) Spatial path always returns the location of thetheme at slices within
the temporal bounds ofe (T (e)); (b) Temporal path always returns the location of
the theme at the relevant time within the spatial trace of ofe (S(e)).

All the aspectual differences between spatially and temporally indexed
predicates then follow because temporal paths must overlapat successive mo-
ments of times, but spatial paths cannot overlap at successive spatial indices. The
temporal coercion cases behave like temporal paths, only restricted by the the
spatial path of the event.

I also assume a family of event-independent path functions incorporating
spatial relations other thanAT. These will be used, among other things, for the
semantics of path prepositions likeinto andonto. As an example, the definition
of onS follows:

ONS(x)(t)(s) = ON(x, t)
d

plane(s, S)

The functionON is a spatial function returning the supporting surface region of its
argument at a timet. Thus for each spatial indexs, ONS(e)(s) returns the slice of
the theme’s supporting surface ats.

Mereologies

We take a mereology to be a join-semi-lattice in which the Remainder Principle
is satisfied. The following definitions, in slightly modifiedform, are from Krifka
(1998:199):

(83) P= 〈UP, ⊕P 〉 is apart-structure iff

(a) UP is a set of entities;
(b) ⊕P, thesum (join) operation, is a function from UP × UP to UP that

is idempotent, commutative, and associative.

From⊕P we may define 3 relations:

(84) (a) ≤P, thepart-of relation , defined as∀x, y ∈ UP[x ≤P y ↔ x⊕P y =
y]

(b) <P, theproper part-of relation , defined as∀x, y ∈ UP[x <P y ↔
x ≤P y ∧ x 6= y]

(c) ⊗P, the overlap relation, defined as∀x, y ∈ UP[x ⊗P y ↔ ∃z ∈
P[z ≤P y ∧ z ≤P x] ]
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It is easy to show that≤ is reflexive, transitive, and anti-symmetric. From
the fact that⊕ is idempotent, commutative, and associative it follows that x ⊕ y
is an upper bound onx andy:

x⊕ (x⊕ y) = (x⊕ x)⊕ y

= x⊕ y

y ⊕ (x⊕ y) = y ⊕ (y ⊕ x)

= (y ⊕ y)⊕ x

= y ⊕ x

= x⊕ y

It is easy to show thatx ⊕ y is a least upper bound as well. So this shows a
part-structure is a join semi-lattice with ordering relation ≤ and join operation
⊕. Some authors (Pinon 1994a) simply use the term mereology tomean a part
structure with the definitions in (84) added.

With Krifka, we usemereology to mean a part structure in which any
ordered pair of ordered elements,x andy, has a uniquerelative complementr.
That additional requirement is called the Remainder Principle:

(85) Remainder (relative complement) principle:

∀x, y ∈ UP[x <P y → ∃!r[¬[r ⊗ x] ∧ x⊕ z = y]]

As Krifka points out, structures that respect the RemainderPrinciple ex-
clude bottom elements (elements that are less than all others), because everything
overlaps with bottom, and the remainder axiom requires every non-maximal ele-
ment have at least one non overlapping element. Thus sets of degrees must exclude
0. In order to satisfy these axioms, a set of degrees must alsobe closed under the
difference operation.

Future research
Other kinds of change axes.

(86)

The temperature climbed.

The temperature climbed three degrees as he descended into the valley.

No “extent” reading for (a) Cumulativity requirement explains this.
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